Maa is divine love – Love is the greatest
religion!
The divine cosmic shaktee of love is in us, let us
realise it.
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"LOVE IS: THE GREATEST TRUTH, the HIGHEST
RELIGION, the beauty of the divine soul, the most
precious gift of God and the most wonderful
gesture for happiness!"
- Jyotikar Pattni ©

Shaktee or ‘prakrutti’ or ‘maha-mayini’ is the creation factor of
the universal existence whose highest transcendental unmanifested perception illuminates in the divine eternity beyond
time ‘param-eishwaryee’ maha-maya – the cosmic existence in

purest subtlest nectar aspect. ‘Param-Eishwaryee Bhagawattee’
transcends from the ‘maha-purush-param-atman’ (divine cosmic
great spiritual soul of cosmic Gods) to the dance of pure ‘divyagharbha-karma’
Bhauneshwaree

(divine

creation).

Param-Eishwaree”

“Maha-Jagad-Amba
(the

divine

cosmic

manifestation beyond time) gives birth to ‘maha-kaal’ (eternal
time),

‘Maha-Maya’

(whole

existence)

and

‘Maha-kaya’

(universe). From the fusion of forces and energies of the
‘Saraswatti’ (the cosmic creation), ‘Kali’ (the cosmic dissolver of
karma), Laxshmee (the cosmic preserver of karmic life), emanates
‘pranna-ayush’ Life of life.
Maa is this beautiful divine life of life! To live a life filled with
surprises, one must believe in one's heart that something
wonderful is about to happen - a feeling of a butterfly fluttering
as though MAA is present here and now.
To love one's life, one must love one's true self, one must believe
in the love one gives to life and all others. To Love life, believing in
one's own dreams, for dreams are perpetual and our life is but
like a dream. From one dream we go onto another dream.
Therefore, one must believe in one's own inner spiritual power
and in one's own inner spiritual potential, and one's own innate
goodness to share love, to give love and to be in love forever, for
love is divine.
Being in love like Krssna was with Radhika is a boon of life
that is rare and extra ordinarily beautiful. To wake every
morning with the awe of just being alive, to discover each day the
magnificent tyrants of dreams, to envision awesome beauty in the
world, to explore and embrace life in one's self and in everyone, to

touch the blossom of God's love in the petals of a freshly bloomed
rose, you see each dawn.
Let us reach within ourselves to find our own unique “special
ness” that makes others smile. Amidst greatest tragedy, let us
strive to amaze ourselves and cheer those around us to their
strong divine potential of each new day. Let us not be afraid
anymore of death, dissolution and ending of life of life.
Let us not be afraid anymore to admit that each one of us
are less than perfect; full of weaknesses; this is the essence of our
great humanity.
Let those who love us help us and let us in return help those
whom we divinely love. Let us trust enough to be able to take and
know that it is in the human trust we see beautiful most
wonderful GREAT LOVE. Let us look with hope to the horizon of
today for today is all we truly have. This present moment is all we
truly have. Now is all we have. Let us think of BEAUTY, imagine
BEAUTY, envision BEAUTY, become that beauty in beautiful
wonderful thoughts.
Let us send healing love to all those that have abandoned us in
misunderstandings that are not our making but a burden of
timely karma. Let us live this day well, let a little sun out as well
as in. No one can spoil our own spiritual divinity. It is our birth
right to be divinely happy.
Let us cherish this life of life in which there manifests the
“maha-mayini”. From the ‘maha-pranna’ (great spiritual life)
and ‘maha-maya’ (great cosmic life) we came and to the same we
merge to become Maa’s existence. Let us create our own
rainbows. Let us be open to all our possibilities, in nurturing
HUMANITY all possibilities and miracles. Let us always believe in

miracles. Let us truly believe that our life is filled with God's
Miracles without the shadow of the doubt.
Krssna is a poet, a flute master, a musician, an artist, a
philosopher, a dreamer, a writer, a childlike, a lover, a beautiful
mind, a transcendental seer, a divine illusion even because of
Radhika! Radhika is NOT one rather Radhika is everywhere like
a mirage. Radhika is an illusion of 108 ‘gopees’ (angels) forming a
beautiful LEELA (this colourful life of life), but the real soul never
perishes. Radhika is a dream but soul divine is reality. Radhika is
an illusion but soul is truth (sattyam). Radhika is playmate but
spirit is subjected to ‘dharama-karma’ (fulfil religious duty).
Radhika is pure imagination, maha-maya - a grand cosmic
illusion, upon which the leela (the colourful dance of life), the
'rassam' leela (the beautiful divine dance of life), and the
'khwaabb'/swapna the dream of true love transpires. One who
laughs and loves lasts the longest! Love! Love! Love! LOVE IS
THE GREATEST RELIGION!
Tomorrow may or may not be – let us not waste
“TODAY”!
Amity (maitree) love ‘prem’ is the germinating seed for true
universal religion of humanity based on no nationality, colour,
creed, cast, or race. The sacred stream of AMITY-LOVE flows like
a free river that caper to the divine nature. When universal
religion without syllables and complex paradoxes flows and sings
and dances as if each one of us is offering to one another a gift of
appreciation, encouragement and acknowledgement then there
will not be any hurt in the society. All that will remain will be
respect and friendship between one person and another, between
one nation and another.

Each one of us is like a flower in the garden of mother earth and
each one of us has a karmic purpose to be here on this earth for a
karmic time. If we understand with deepest compassion, deepest
consideration, deepest insight, that we are sprouting from the
same earth albeit our roots are different and our fates are
different then we will be able to become somewhat united in our
spirits. The human spirit of life is destined to merge no matter
what so why all the differences for the sake of political, personal
and selfish ambitions? Why not remove the veil of institutional
man made religions and just LOVE one another without the
barriers of nationality, religion, race, and colour.
May the sacred stream of LOVE forever flow in our hearts.
May our hearts sing and dance and rejoice even without any
inhibitions and reservations to the wonderful most beautiful
music of universal humanity.
May our consciousness awaken our hearts hearken to realist that
those politicians who only confuse, segregate, destroy, separate,
and reign in political and individualistic selfish ego powers in the
name of religion are cruel wretched inhumane double faced!
May we always show light and path to those less fortunate than
ourselves. May we always guide and show light to our younger
generation children.
May we never fear the wretched of this earth and may we always
be grand and proud to uphold good values based on fearlessness.
Out of fearlessness, may we nurture and cherish the true
humanity and altruism of real true religion – religion based on
universal LOVE and not confines and constitutions, not all this,
that and the other man made institutions!!!

“When the spirit of goodwill enters all our hearts, there
may be a chorus of universal song of compassionate
humanity and our houses will turn into HOMES filled
with warmth, love, concord, harmony, divine beauty.
After this transformation within our homes we shall
fear no more the confusion and the chaos and the
threatening camouflages of different complicated names
of different complicated religious institutions each
trying to impose upon another. We will only need one
another in the most compassionate, most loving ways,
not for what we are but for who we truly are to one
another. This is the absolute universal truth without a
second meaning.”
- Jyotikar Pattni ©
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